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Abstract 
The advent of technology provides modern society with the capability of rapid information transfer. 
Japan has recognized the need to foster the development of engineers and deepen research on 
information science. To respond to such societal demands, universities have established independent 
“faculty of information” programs since the 1980s. Therefore, the study of “informatics” is recognized 
as a combined discipline using literature, science, and engineering. Several educational subjects that 
belong to the software engineering field are implemented via systematic education based on level of 
knowledge. Organizations such as Ministry of Education, Ministry of Information Processing, 
Information Processing Society, and the IEEE provide reference standard, curricula, and knowledge 
systems. However, no studies regarding their positions and mutual roles have been considered 
previously although various educational theories are born. In this thesis, reference standards, 
curriculum, and knowledge systems concerning informatics (particularly those related to the software 
engineering discipline) are organized, which will confirm that educational theory applied to information 
education leads to positive results. Additionally, the positions of each aforementioned concept from 
the viewpoint of education, with consideration towards proper education by way of the bachelor’s 
degree process of the four-year university are clarified. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
At Japanese universities, students studying information technology had been enrolled in the 
information departments of engineering departments, science and engineering departments, and 
science departments previously. As the information age arrived, demand for training and research of 
engineers regarding information has increased; therefore, the Faculty of Informatics was found in 1980 
at Bunkyo University, which was established as an undergraduate program with a department of 
public relations and information management, when the name “informatics department” was used. 
This faculty expanded the Department of Information Systems in 1986 and currently comprises the 
Department of Information Systems, Information Sociology Department, and Media Expression 
Department. Conversely, the proliferation of modern information technology expanded the role that 
information plays in society, which includes information technology as well as the pursuit of a broader 
"information field realizing communication" such as communication among humans and society to 
create the necessity for the academic field to acquire the reference and curriculum standards of 
informatics by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, and Science and Technology. Herein, it is 
confirmed that the movement of curriculum standardization based on the reference standards of 
informatics and position of the software engineering field encompassed therein investigates trends 
and differences of education theory to determine its effectiveness in the field of information science. 

2 RESEARCH OF INFORMATICS EDUCATION GUIDE LINE 
In this chapter, we discuss the roles of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 
Technology, as well as advancements made regarding the reference standards of the university’s 
information science curriculum by the Science Council of Japan. We also discuss the knowledge base 
of its software engineering domain. Finally, we organize the characteristics and trends of each 
education theory related to the information field. 

2.1 Definition of informatics 
Hagiya (2014) said, “Informatics is the academy exploring the principles and techniques related to the 
creation, generation, collection, expression, recording, recognition, analysis, conversion, and 
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transmission of information with the aim of bringing meaning and value to the world through 
information and bringing order” 

2.2 Standard of reference and standard of curriculum for informatics 
At the request of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, and Science and Technology, the Science 
Council of Japan advanced the formulation of reference standards for the university's curriculum. 
Regarding the field of information science, the Science Council of Japan, the Informatics Committee, 
and the Information Science Technology Education Subcommittee are proceeding with the formulation 
for university’s curriculum. (Hagiya 2014) The reference standard defines the following five fields as a 
knowledge system unique to informatics: 

A. Information general principle 

B. Principle of machine information processed by computer 

C. Techniques for designing and realizing opportunities for handling information and mechanisms 

D. Understanding of people and society dealing with information 

E. Technology, institution, and organization for building and operating a system to handle 
information in society 

Software engineering encompasses (A), (B), and (E) in the above-mentioned fields. (Hagiya 2014) 

Below is the knowledge system including its application content (E) titled "Basic knowledge and 
understanding to be acquired"  

(E) Technology and institution, and organization for building and operating a system that handles 
information in society” are as follows 

1 Technology to develop and build information systems · Technology to operate 
o Requirements Engineering · System Engineering 
o Information system  
o Information security 
o Software engineering · Programming technology · Project management 

2 Social system related to information 
o Social system, legal system, company/organization 
o Safe and secure system, Evaluation, Authentication 

3 Human–Computer Interaction 
o Human cognitive characteristics 
o User interface design · User interface guidelines 
o Usability, accessibility, universal design, evaluation method 
o Dialogue method · Visualization 

In 2007, the Information Processing Society formulated and announced the curriculum standard 
known as “J07”. This is based on CC2001–CC2005 of ACM/IEEE-CS, which is the global standard, 
and was created in response to the situation involving specialized information education in Japan.  It is 
consisted Computer science (J07-CS) /Software engineering (J07-SE)/Computer Engineering (J07-
CE)/Information system (J07-IS)/Information Technology (J07-IT) and General Information Education 
(J07-GE). 

Ten years have elapsed since the formulation of J07; hence, we decided to make a full review of J07 
according to the changes in technical content and publish it as J17. 

In addition to the six traditional curriculum standards, J17 has instituted a policy that sets a curriculum 
standard for target areas under development (such as information security and data science) to stay 
current with international movements in data science and information technology. 

However, at present, it is in the draft stage of a side curriculum standard referred to as “J17-
CyberSecurity for cyber security” (IPA 2018). Software engineering in it is based on the curriculum 
standards SE 2004 and SE 2014. 
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It is structured in sections pertaining to Knowledge Area, Topics, and Units. However, the main 
differences in knowledge area are as follows: 

1 EVO (Software Evolution) has been deleted. However, many “Units” included here are not 
deleted because they are redefined elsewhere. 

2 MGT (Software Management) was also deleted. However, some of the Units included in this 
Knowledge Area, such as project planning and software configuration management, are 
redefined elsewhere. 

3 SEC (Security) was newly established. Security is knowledge that is necessary to protect 
information, systems, and networks. Orthogonally speaking, it is also knowledge when 
considering how to protect every element in the software development cycle. 

4 REQ (Requirements analysis and specification) is newly established knowledge area. The 
request itself expresses the demand from real society, such as users, customers, and other 
stakeholders, and draws out the demand of stakeholders, analyzes the demand, and creates an 
appropriate description concerning desired system behavior and quality. (IPA 2018) 

3 RESEARCH OF SOFTWARE ENGINEERING’S BODY OF KNOWLEDGE 
In this chapter, it will be summarized and introduced as the “Software Engineering Basic Knowledge 
System (SWEBOK),” which was formulated as practical system for software engineering field by IEEE 
and ACM. SWEBOK is one of the fields of informatics used as a method in this study because the 
IEEE Computer Society initially established the baseline for the first knowledge system, which is 
geared to not only engineers and managers who employ software engineering as professionals but 
also to students and teachers involved in the software engineering education. 

3.1 Definition of software engineering 
The IEEE Computer Society defines software engineering as follows: (Matsumoto 2014) 

1 Application of a quantitative approach based on systematic classification in software 
development, operation, and maintenance. 

2 In particular, it is application of engineering to software. 
3 Research on the approach shown in (1). 

3.2 Project Goal of “Software Engineering Body of Knowledge”  
Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) was created with the following goals: 
(Matsumoto 2014) 

1 To spread consistent ideas on the world of software engineering globally. 
2 To clarify the position of software engineering and the boundary for other fields (disciplines) 

such as computer science, project management, computer engineering, and mathematics. 
3 To show the characteristics of contents of software engineering field. 
4 To make the software engineering knowledge system accessible according to topics. 
5 To provide the basis necessity for curriculum development, personal qualification, and license. 

3.3 Software Engineering Body Of Knowledge 
In SWEBOK, subjects that belong to software engineering are organized according to the following ten 
knowledge systems and treating them as a single chapter in the book. (Matsumoto 2014) 

(1) Software request, (2) Software design, (3) Software construction, (4) Software testing, (5) Software 
maintenance, (6) Software configuration management, (7) Software engineering management, (8) 
Software Engineering Process, (9) Tools and methods for software engineering, and (10) Software 
quality 
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3.4 Related area 
SWEBOK recognizes the following eight areas as a field related to software engineering. In particular, 
these areas are not directly within the software engineering domain, but are perceived to be in a 
closely related domain (Matsumoto 2014). 

(1) Computer Engineering, (2) Computer Science, (3) Management, (4) Mathematics, (5) Project 
management, (6) Quality management, (7) Software ergonomics, (8) System Engineering 

4 EDUCATIONAL DISCIPLINE 
In this chapter, we investigate and organize the educational theory that has been applied in university. 
Because each educational concept is discussed from each current and eventual educational 
philosophy, we treat these concepts as theories instead of methods. 

4.1 Knowledge-based Education (KBE) 
Herein, we use the educational method to sequentially carry out systematically planned educational 
frameworks, while separating meaning from the "region-based society" concept advocated by the 
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT 2018). This can also be 
referred to as traditional education, where the fundamental underlying theory is founded upon 
phylogenetic learning. Phylogenetic learning was proposed by the educational scholar Comenius 
(Johannes Amos Comenius). It is a learning method that analyzes literal learning content arranged in 
a systematic fashion. 

It is advantageous to be able to communicate a wealth of information to students over a brief time 
period. However, a value-intensive lesson independent of time constraints is generally preferred and 
promoted by teachers (Miyahara 2003). These types of lessons are used as a type of experiential 
learning typified by problem-based learning/project-based learning (PBL). 

4.2 Problem-based Learning/Project-based Learning (PBL) 
Problem-based learning, established from a learning theory stemming from Dewey's progressive 
education. It has influenced as the underlying method of education when the nursing department was 
established in the university for the first time in the world. Dewey’s educational theory places 
emphasis on human spontaneity. He states that education should create an environment to promote 
the voluntary growth of human beings, and educators who globally advocate the significance of this 
theory are increasing now. (Norton, 1995) In Information Communication Technology (ICT) education, 
the rate of application for higher education is increasing. (Ohba et al 2014) 

Several universities incorporate active learning as a method to realize learning via problem-solving. 
Active learning is a method of education that incorporates the active participation of learners. Such 
learning facilitates the retention of information and easily allows for the information to be used in 
different contexts. In addition, it is necessary to design a lesson plan where the learning outcomes are 
set using passive and static sessions that strive for same quality of learning achieved by active 
sessions. It is also strategically important as a teacher to make students clearly aware of their desired 
educational goals (Sunaga 2010). 

4.3 Outcome-based Education (OBE) 
The outcome-based education (OBE) is an educational theory, where each part of the educational 
system centered on the primary goal (outcome). Each student has a goal to be achieved by the end of 
the educational experience. The role of the faculty includes the preparation of the environment to 
facilitate the achievement of student’s aims (Spady 1994). OBE is globally adopted at several levels in 
educational systems. 

The OBE program has been implemented in the United States since 1994. Australia and South Africa 
adopted the OBE policy in the early 1990s; however, it was later phased out (Donnely 2007) (Allais 
2007). In 2005, Hong Kong adopted OBE for its universities. In 2008, Malaysia introduced OBE to all 
its public-school systems (Mohayidin, Ghazali 2008). The European Union proposes an educational 
shift to focus on achievements throughout EU nations (EC 2012). 

As an international effort to accept OBE, the Washington Accord was created in 1989. 
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As of 2017, an agreement was made to accept the OBE method for obtaining a Bachelor’s of 
Engineering degree by the following nations: Australia, Canada, Taiwan, Hong Kong, India, Ireland, 
Japan, Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Russia, Singapore, South Africa, Sri Lanka, Turkey, the United 
Kingdom, Pakistan, China, and the United States. 

In Europe, the United States, and China, OBE has been adapted in the fields of software engineering 
and computer science at the university level. The effect of OBE has also been published. It is 
advantageous to be able to clearly evaluate the effect of OBE, as well as flexibly formulate an 
educational plan according to the needs of the student to compare among students, groups, and 
classes easily. Active student participation provides another advantage (Maureen 2014) (Mollie 2004). 

Adaptation in areas of the medical field, such as medicine, pharmacology, and nursing, is in progress 
in Japan. However, the practice of the public disclosure of cases in other fields is non-existent 
(Tanabe 2011). The field of software engineering, including the education site, shows the clear 
difference from the results of the verification. One is the initial course that cannot proceed to the next 
course unless imposed conditions, and the other one is  unless such a condition. (Wei et al 2017). 

4.4 Competency-based Education 
Competence is defined as “the ability of a person to work as a professional in a situation where 
knowledge and skills are integrated.” Additionally, it requires proper ethics and attitude. Competency-
based education is the foundation for PBL (Tagawa · Tanabe 2006). 

According to field-specific applications, research results, and paper analysis, analytical results 
obtained from the fields of psychology, management, nursing, and education, prove to be the top four 
fields of competency concepts (Nishi · Kato 2017). 

5 CONSIDERATION 
Through survey methods, we clarified the reference standards, curriculum standards, and software 
knowledge systems related to the software engineering domain of informatics and their relation 
(shown in Fig. 1). 

 
Figure 1. Related standards for undergraduate informatics software engineering area 

The curriculum of the Information Processing Society created the standard for the department of 
information speciality. However, when the reference standards of the university informatics field was 
formulated at the Ministry of Education (by the Science Council of MEXT), the curriculum standard 
was updated accordingly. 

In the field of software engineering, activities used to create and publish the knowledge system as a 
“software engineering basic knowledge system” according to the fact that US IEEE standards are 
underway and are still promoted for the purpose of establishing an international standard. 

At present, the information society is already beyond the domain of the domestic level. We believe that 
the proliferation of this basic knowledge system is inevitable at levels spanning commercial industries, 
governmental, and academia. 
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These three standards are the foundation of the university information science education program. 
These standards are also the foundation of a “knowledge-based education” system that includes 
teaching common knowledge to a large number of students. The informatics curriculum of each 
university has been planned and implemented at the educational site. Various theories are being 
developed by people at educational settings. 

PBL method is also adopted at the ICT education site. Active learning, considered as one method, 
encourages the active participation of students. Achievement-based education is widely applied 
overseas. This method sets achievement targets in advance and develops learning methods to best 
achieve them. Achievement-based education is applied in the field of medicine and nursing in Japan. 
However, it is not utilized in the field of informatics. 

In the four-year university in Japan, systematic knowledge-based education (for large numbers of 
students) used in the development of the classes mainly in the text, is mainstream. This is 
indispensable in understanding the curriculum as a process of “common think”. However, we believe 
that the effects of higher education can be applied hybridly so that the problem-solving and active 
learning approaches in whole or in part enhance the content of the lesson. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 
In the fourth grade university in Japan, students bearing passive attitude in class are noticeable. When 
teaching software engineering subjects such as “system design” and “system analysis” in the 
department of informatics, it is important to know how to actively engage students without social 
experience. Therefore, in the first phase, I reviewed teaching methods to organize the educational 
contents in an effective manner, so that the students can effectively learn informatics.. In the second 
phase, I endeavour to practice these educational theories first-hand to further elucidate the effects. 
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